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“One of the grandest projects in the entire country is Mt. Beautiful.”
Mt. Beautiful

2018 Rose
North Canterbury, New Zealand

91
POINTS

MaryAnn Worobiec

Silver Medal Top Value
“Orange-tinted, flavoursome rosé with cherry, raspberry, anise
and spice flavours. Weighty wine with good mouth-feel and
an impressively lengthy finish. Bone-dry but not austere. Good
food wine. 20 NOV 2018”

Bob Campbell MW,
The Real Reviews
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“Distinctive pale salmon and saffron hues lead to aromas and
flavours of peach and apricot, baked apple and old strawberry.
Crisp and dry on the palate with a mild savoury and mineral
core. A gentle ‘natural’ wine moment offers some very fine
tannins adding structure and texture. Overall balanced and
Cameron Douglas MS, well made. A Rosé with a colour and flavour point of difference.
TheShout
Drink now and through to early 2020.”

POINTS

17/20
Raymond Chan,
Wine Reviews

Beautiful wine comes from a beautiful place

“Bright, light copper-orange colour with some depth, paler
on the rim. The nose is softly full with densely packed aromas
of savoury quince fruit with subtle strawberry notes, hints
of yellow stonefruits and soft nutty and mineral elements,
unfolding red florals. Dry to taste and fullish bodied, the
palate has fulsome flavours of savoury quince and strawberries
with stonefruit and floral detail. The mouthfeel is robust and
vigorous with some phenolic textures lending presence. The
fruit is underlined by light, background, thirst-quenching
acidity and the wine carries to a light flavoured finish of quince
and florals. This is a fulsome and vigorous dry rosé with quince,
strawberry, stonefruit and floral flavours on a textural palate.
Serve with antipasto and tapas over the next 2-3 years. A blend
of 65% Pinot Noir given 12 hours skin contact and 35% handpicked Pinot Gris, also given time on skins, the two varieties cofermented in stainless-steel with 15% in seasoned French oak
to 14.5% alc. and <3 g/L RS, the barrel portion aged on lees.”
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